Complete text problems 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. For question 6.2 use the CUDA profiler to study and compare the two kernels written in #6.1. (See the NVIDIA documentation for cudaprof). You can run the profiler with or without the graphical display. Explore the profiler to see what metrics or displays seem most helpful to describe the different kernels, and what data sizes are most helpful to illustrate the differences.

TO HAND IN:
Hand in a .pdf file with your answers to 6.1 - 6.3, the most relevant results from your cudaprof study; and your source code. Package these up using tar, so that you email a single tar file (or gzipp’ed tar file) as your submission.

Mail these to karavan@cs.pdx.edu no later than 11pm August 10.

Please use subject line:
    ACCEL COMPUTING HW4